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Vision launch a range carrying the new moniker VFM-W, for “Vision Flat-Panel Mount-Wall”. 

  

Four new models include two VESA100 and 200 models (VFM-W1X1, VFM-W2X2), and two
larger mounts (
VFM-W8X4,VFM-W12X6)
which accommodate VESA sizes up to 1200x600 and 800x400.  

  

Together these models cover the spectrum of flat-panel sizes. All the mounts have security
fixtures. 

  

The two larger sizes are made from especially thick material to take the weight of very heavy
interactive flat panels, including Microsoft’s 84” Surface Hub. 

  

  

For example, the VFM-W12X6 fits any flat-panel LCD or LED screen which has rear mounting
holes up to 1200 wide x 600mm tall apart.

  

Interactive flat panels are large and very heavy. Vision’s VFM-W12x6 uses heavy gauge 3mm
sheet metal to take the weight of these displays (SWL 130kg).
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The thin design holds the display close to the wall. This looks better, reduces snagging risk, and
because the load is close to the wall the mount has a higher safe working load rating.

  

A proven design allows fast fixing, and slotted holes on the wall part allowing levelling
adjustment after fixing.

  

Once in place locking screws are fitted to prevent the assembly being lifted off the wall bracket.

  

It fits most panels from 55-84?, including:

  

    -  Promethean’s ActivPanel range up to and including the 75? which uses 600 x 600
mounting points, and the 84? which uses 600 x 400 mounting points
    -  Sahara’s Clevertouch range up to and including the 84? which uses 600 x 600 mounting
points.
    -  Microsoft’s 84" Surface Hub which uses 1200 x 600mm mounting points.

      

Shipping from late July.

  

Go Vision VFM-W Range, Wall Mount for Large-format Flat panels with Mounting Points up to
1200 x 600mm apart
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http://visionaudiovisual.com/techmount/vfm-w12x6/
http://visionaudiovisual.com/techmount/vfm-w12x6/

